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Anthelio® Launches New Website
New Orleans, Louisiana (March 6, 2013) — Anthelio Healthcare Solutions Inc. (Anthelio®), a leading
provider of comprehensive healthcare information technology (IT) services and business process (BP)
solutions, today announced the launch of its new fully-featured website www.antheliohealth.com. The
announcement was made by Rick Kneipper, Anthelio’s CEO (Interim) and Co-Founder, at the HIMSS
2013 conference in New Orleans, Louisiana.
The new website has been designed to provide the ultimate user-friendly experience with enhanced
navigation and functionality. The site includes extensive information about Anthelio’s full services
portfolio, allowing customers to access detailed information based on their choice and preference, with
an option to share information across all major social networking sites.
Videos, webinars, case studies and whitepapers provide a detailed overview of Anthelio’s capabilities
across a complete range of healthcare services including IT, health information management, coding,
clinical documentation improvement, ICD-10, security and privacy and electronic medical records. The
website’s new features include a link to an independent Healthcare Innovation Hub that allows visitors
to exchange innovative healthcare related ideas.
“Anthelio is excited about the launch of its new website that offers quick and easy access to essential
information. The launch is part of Anthelio’s ongoing efforts to enhance the quality and availability of
information for its customers and potential customers,” said Rick Kneipper, Anthelio’s CEO (Interim) and
Co-Founder.
The new website, compatible with today's browsers and mobile devices, allows visitors to stay informed
with the latest Anthelio announcements, Anthelio and industry resource information, and opinion
pieces from healthcare industry experts. Visitors to the site can request information or directly set up
meetings with Anthelio leadership, sales representatives and subject matter experts.
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About Anthelio
Anthelio® is the largest independent provider of IT and BP services to hospitals, physician practice
groups and other healthcare providers. By provisioning hospitals with comprehensive, high-quality,
flexible and secure IT and BP services, Anthelio improves hospitals’ healthcare services while reducing
costs and streamlining processes. It leverages knowledge and expertise built over a decade of
operations about clinical and administrative IT processes and best practices, to provide improved IT and
BP services at lower costs to customers. Anthelio is headquartered in Dallas, Texas. For additional
information see www.antheliohealth.com.
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